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ABOUT DR. HEISE
Dr. Heise graduated from
Logan College of Chiropractic
in 1968 as a Board Certified
Chiropractor and received
further postgraduate
specialization as a
Board Certified Diplomate in
Clinical Nutrition. He is now
nationally recognized as a
referral doctor for Premier
Research Laboratory with
advanced level training.
He has treated thousands of
patients of all ages throughout
Florida and many other areas
of the United States.
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AT THE AGE OF 59,

I was diagnosed
with stage IV NonHodgkin’s Lymphoma,
affecting the blood,
bones, and spleen.

Now at nearly 65 years of age, I
continue in great health, cancer free.
The journey from those frightening
days to my current wellness status
is significant because I was treated
using Alternative Methods.
Christians believe a perfect and
Sovereign God created this marvelous body. We are fearfully and

wonderfully made. God designed it
with the ability to heal itself. You
will see we have largely neglected to
tap into this outrageously powerful
system of healing energy and intelligence He breathed into our body.
Furthermore, there are Alternative strategies which increase the
successful treatment of the immunecompromised cancer victim, also
avoiding morbidity problems from
drugs (chemo), radiation and surgery.
More importantly, these techniques
offer more hope to resolve the
underlying problems of cancer,
allowing the body to heal itself by
restoring immunity, even during or
after surgical removal of some of
the cancer.
Allopathic medicine is an atheistic,
evolutionary, mechanistic treatment
not intended to heal, with side
effects that could do more harm
than good by placing foreign and
lifeless chemicals in the body.
Frankly, we cannot buy our health
on a drug store shelf. We may
manage some symptoms but never
heal because only the Creator
heals through His Laws.
He is the Physician.
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the truth

illness

S G
Cancer and
Disease
SICKNESS IN THE
UNITED STATES
is at an all time-high,
continuing to increase
in many areas.

Some say that conventional treatment
increases longevity, but it can be
argued that this is actually the result
of earlier detection diagnosis, not
successful therapies. Nonetheless,
after all these many years and
billions of tax and philanthropic
dollars, we are fighting these battles
unsuccessfully with NO positive
improvement in mortality in the last
30+ years. The frightening fact: the
stats are worse. The truth is that we
are generating more chronic and
degenerative diseases than ever
before. The philosophy of the
American health care system is
mired down in a treatment paradigm
of using lifeless chemicals and other
non-healing therapies which mask
the symptoms of disease without
curing the underlying cause or assisting any genuine healing response.

This fundamentally violates the
Laws of Life and Health set in our
DNA by our Creator who formed
the human body and established
unchanging rules as a guide to
genuine health and wellness. Our
country’s medical establishment has
violated these powerful Laws long
enough with a culture of drugs and
lifeless chemicals. In addition, we
are exposed to more than 80,000
toxic chemicals in our environment.
It’s no wonder our powerful, microbefighting immune system has been
suppressed, allowing unwelcome
bugs/germs and pathogenic microbes
to bombard and damage the chromosomes and the critical DNA/micro
RNA of the human cell. The result:
an uncontrolled cell duplication that
acts like an infection out of control.
This toxic chemical environment
and assault on our health has placed
our nation behind 30 other countries
in overall health. Yet, the United
States spends more on health care
than these 30 countries combined.
The science of modern medicine is
continuing to invest more research
dollars into this same paradigm of
more drugs, keeping us from tapping
the source of Life and Health.
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The Science
of Vitalism
GENUINE HEALTH
can be found by taking
a broader creationist or
vitalistic view.

Years ago, Dr. Max Gerson began
research in Germany to treat and help
the body to cure itself of cancer and
chronic disease. He was finding
significant success until he had to
flee Hitler’s regime. Upon coming
to America, he continued his pursuit
of developing additional cures.
Eventually, he successfully treated
a member of the Albert Schweitzer
family, bringing Dr. Gerson into national notorietyamidst much controversy
and false accusations from the medical
establishment and its hierarchy. Today,
however, many of his principles and
protocols live on, forming the foundation of effective alternative therapies.
Not surprisingly, these echo the writings
of Holy Writ (the Bible), which contains
the foundational truth that God has
Laws in the physical realm to meet the
phyical needs of the body He created.
He did not create us and then desert us.

THIS
TOXIC
CHEMICAL
ENVIRONMENT
AND
ASSAULT
ON OUR
HEALTH
HAS PLACED
OUR NATION
BEHIND

30

OTHER
COUNTRIES
IN OVERALL
HEALTH.
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creation
• There is no truth. There is no

Y

Do You Really
Believe in Creation?

YES, IT TAKES A WATCHMAKER TO
MAKE A WATCH and a Creator to create
a human body, so the idea of evolution and
rationalism is a cunningly devised fable.
OUR BODIES have not evolved through
4 billion years of chance molecular
encounters, aided by no guiding
principle except properties of atoms
themselves. Life is much more than
a purely chemical phenomenon, so
the bionic idea of a drug fix for our
complex biochemistry falls far short
of the Creator’s plan as outlined in
Scripture. We have a soul, a vital
spark and that subtle something that
set living matter apart as a dependent
complex process.

In this ideological battle, the
proverbial “who’s in charge here?”
begs two conflicting principles.
SATAN, the father of lies, rules
with falsehood. His lies pervade
all aspects of life: physiology,
psychology, sociology, history,
anthropology, morality and creation.
His classic lies are:
• Life is random...You have
no reason or purpose to exist. No
divine plan for the future or present
because there’s no one in charge.
Do you actually believe that?

biblical authority. If there is truth,
it is relative. There is no moral
Law or absolute. The Bible is not
the true, infallible, inerrant Word
for directions on living, spiritually
or physically, and therefore God
did not create us.

Creator and found in that Owner’s
Manual, His Living Word. Psalms
119 says the Law of God is perfect…
prophetically, spiritually, morally,
socially as well as physically. Psalms
119:89...“it is settled in heaven.”
It cannot be any more reliable or
trustworthy.

So, while political debate in health

Moses, under God’s divine inspira-

care moves health care dollars around,

tion, said in Exodus 15:26, “If you

it has failed to construct health care

will give earnest heed to the voice

on Creator principles. Mechanistic

of the Lord your God, and do what

medical science is embracing a

is right in His sight, and give ear to

lifeless evolutionary model for the

His commandments, and keep all

physical needs of a divinely created

His statutes, I will put none of these

system. It will not succeed.

diseases on you which I have put on

The Bible, on the other hand, says
in Acts, “In Him we live, move and
have our being…” The book of Job
says… “The Spirit of God has made
us. The breath of the Almighty has
given us Life.” We are much more
than a chemical automaton, and
the promise for a health fix for the
human malady can only be achieved
by tapping into a divinely created
resource congruent with a body
of knowledge given to us by our

the Egyptians; for I the Lord am your

Egypt, at that time, was
representative of the world’s system
or culture and not God’s ways.
Currently, in today’s culture, a war
in human physiology and health is
being fought with the destructive
effects of a humanly contrived health
care system, replacing God’s laws of
Life and Health with lifeless drugs
that can do harm, cannot heal, and
mask or suppress symptoms.
Healer.”

...THE PROMISE FOR A HEALTH FIX FOR THE HUMAN MALADY CAN ONLY BE
ACHIEVED BY TAPPING INTO A DIVINELY CREATED RESOURCE...
page 4 | 407.677. 1660
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Collision Course

TODAY’S MAINSTREAM HEALTH
CARE culture is on a collision course
with cancer, heart disease, diabetes and
other degenerative diseases.
All too often, quality of life suffers with early death. The
wisdom of this health care culture is on a no-win track.
Have you unwittingly bought into this “no-win” system
but now want to place more faith and confidence in God’s
powerful laws which have been untapped?

Genuine Hope

GOD WANTS TO RESCUE YOU.
He said to Adam and Eve that He would
provide “every seed-bearing plant on the
face of the whole earth and every tree that
has fruit with seed in it,” Genesis 1:29.
“...and you shall eat plants of the field,” Genesis 3:18.
“Furthermore, oil, to make his face shine and bread that
sustains the heart,” Psalms 104:15.
To read more of God’s wonderful prescription for
natural healing, please refer to the following verses: Psalms
139:14; Psalms 104:14,15; Psalms 105:35; Hebrews 6:7;
Genesis 9:3; Proverbs 27:27; Genesis 2:9; I Kings 5:11.
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Research

MORE RECENTLY,
a German quantum
physicist by the name
of Dr. Fritz Pop
immigrated to America
to conduct research
at the University of
California/Irvine to
quantify the self-healing
energy/intelligence
within the human body.

He and his colleagues discovered
the scientifically proven principles
of energy/intelligence, later to be
measured by Quantum Reflex
Analysis or QRA. This universitytested technique of looking beyond
blood levels to measure needs at a
highly sensitive cellular level became
a breakthrough to determine the
specific nutritional needs within

research

individual organs and glands. This
permits specific non-toxic, herbalbased, highly cellular resonant
nutritional molecules to restore
an organ’s function. While man’s
wisdom cannot heal, God said He is
the Physician, which means Healer.
Genuine health requires His created
DNA resonant nutrition from plants
and trees. That is the source of lifegiving molecules which our cells
need to maintain or restore health
and vitality. The greatest advances
in wellness and health come from
assisting this flow of energy from
herbs which bring photoelectric
intelligence and life to the cell.
The benefits of this 21st century
nutritional evaluation and treatment
can unlock the body’s capability
for self-healing and repair, now
supported by a growing number
of pioneer scientists, some Nobel
Laureates.
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my story

My Miracle

M

Experience

MY STORY BEGINS
as an ordinary adolescent
boy, the middle of five children
in a middle class family
living in a small country town
west of Chicago.

As a young preteen, I
watched my dad suffer
with a very debilitating
and painful arthritic
condition. He suffered
at times with enough

pain that it would cause him to
weep to get a fork of food to his
mouth at dinner time. He suffered
quietly; nonetheless it affected
the normalcy of a home with five
young children. I know it left its
effects upon me. I often wondered

resource, which was limited, went

experiencing neck pain. It was sug-

to seeking doctors and medications

gested that she see a chiropractor.

for relief.

After three weeks of treatment,

The scene of seeing my dad in
constant, debilitating pain sent a
surging desire in me to become
one of those doctors.

her pain was gone...and so was
her mild adult-onset diabetes.

Miracle #1: They say that diabetes is supposed to be incurable—

Yes, a medical doctor, the only

just managed. She lived decades,

doctor we recognized in those days.

no longer suffering with diabetes

I knew there had to be the right

or any of its symptoms. She began

drug or medication which they had

enjoying better health from that

failed to prescribe. For years he suf-

chiropractor’s regular care.

fered without improvement. I was

Eventually, the chiropractor told

designated to rub his muscles and

her to bring in her husband.

joints to give some temporary relief

Miracle #2: Following a round

so that he could get some dinner

of chiropractic adjustments with

and go back to bed. I often mas-

some diet and food recommenda-

saged him for work in the morning.

tions, my father began to feel

My heart yearned for him to be free

and act better. His behavior and

of pain, and in my genuine naivety,

disposition improved. He actually

I was certain I was going to be that

went from weeping in pain to

doctor who could help him.

laughing and telling jokes at the

Years later, my mother began

dinner table.

if I would grow up without a father,
a provider, because he suffered
so much. Fathers are supposed to
play with their children, to wrestle
on the green grass, to skate on the
frozen river on cold winter days and
nights, to build a wood fire on the
edge of the river, maybe even go
camping. But Dad couldn’t do any
of that. He would come home from
work, go off to bed and wait for

MY HEART YEARNED FOR
HIM TO BE FREE OF PAIN, AND
IN MY GENUINE NAIVETY,
I WAS CERTAIN I WAS GOING
TO BE THAT DOCTOR WHO
COULD HELP HIM.

dinner. In our home, every financial
page 8 | 407.677. 1660
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my story
Eventually, our chiropractor

ever before. I continue to see how

ganisms. This terrible condition

told my dad to bring me in to

greatly nerve supply can benefit a

was secretly dismantling my future.

share what he was doing so that

person’s health. I learned it’s not

I might consider chiropractic

only the pinched nerves that shut

and asking God for wisdom and

as a profession.

down the Life to the body. Proper

direction, my immune system

nutrition is vital to maintaining elite

is functioning well! My spleen is

wellness. I later received a Board

at near normal size. The blood

Certified specialty degree in Clinical

counts are back in normal range

Nutrition.

despite what is typically expected

By this time, I was thinking seriously about my goal in medicine.
In 1963, I enrolled at Logan
College of Chiropractic in St. Louis,
Missouri. Understandably, I was

After two years, much prayer

In November of 2005, I discov-

of this disease. In fact, quite the

uncertain of this strange system of

ered that I had an enlarged spleen.

opposite, my body is functioning

health care. I wasn’t brainwashed;

Having a bone biopsy performed

efficiently and the immune system

I was ignorant. But, I could not

by a local oncologist, the diagno-

is no longer harassed with toxic

ignore my own family’s experiences,

sis came back as Non-Hodgkin’s

DNA-damaging poisons. God turned

much less deny their benefits. I

Lymphoma. This was my life-

a crisis into a victorious solution

knew what I had to do. God was

threatening crisis. After some

with the help of QRA, Alternative

leading me into a profession that

limited conventional immuno

Medicine, and His laws of life.

was grossly misunderstood and

therapy to attack cancerous cells,

unappreciated, yet I had to commit

I began an extensive routine of

body is currently in remission. It

to this new system.

Alternative Medicine. I became

may sound unbelievable, perhaps

my own patient!

arrogant, but I cannot deny it

Following graduation, my wife
and I moved to central Florida to

Following much prayerful

Miracle #3: I believe that my

worked. I am living proof that this

raise six daughters. All of them

research and investigation,

cancerous infection would have

were given regular chiropractic

I discovered Quantum Reflex

prematurely marched me into

care. Consequently, none of them

Analysis, a technique to evaluate

eternity had I not made some

suffered persistent colds, ear

gland and organ dysfunction on

steps of faith, using Quantum

infections, chronic sickness, or

the cellular level.

Reflex Analysis and Alternative

the need for antibiotics. Regular,

I found heavy metals, harmful

periodic spinal adjustments were

bacteria and parasites, and flukes,

has plans for me to share this

paying off!

among other critical issues, which

message and offer hope to others

break the strands of DNA and

who have severe health problems.

of practice and my own family

allow the cells to lose control. I

As a survivor, I encourage you

and professional experiences, I

had to get this corrected. If there

also to be proactive with your

am more passionately committed

was any hope, I had to get rid of

health needs.

to chiropractic health care than

these disease-producing microor-

Following more than four decades
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GOD TURNED
A CRISIS
INTO A
VICTORIOUS
SOLUTION
WITH THE
HELP OF
QRA,
ALTERNATIVE
MEDICINE,
AND
HIS LAWS
OF LIFE.

Medicine. I now believe God
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QRA
recovery

Fast Recovery from
Chronic Illness

QRA OFFERS AN ASSESSMENT TOOL

that quickly unveils the core issues in the
full spectrum of gland/organ dysfunction and
disease. QRA testing evaluates the “shortcircuits” in the body’s organ systems and can
determine the exact cell resonant nutrition which
restores function and outrageous health.

Thousands of scientific studies
published can help us to understand
the benefits of whole food nutrition
including herbs, phytochemicals
and botanical foods that provide
significant health benefits essential
to nourishment with the best
nutrition for the individual’s needs.
We invite you to experience the
synergistic evaluation and treatment
thru QRA technology to restore and
sustain your body’s ideal cellular
resonance and initiate your quantum
leap to health. Please call Heise
Health Clinic at 407-677-1660
to arrange your QRA test today.
You may visit our web site at www.
drheise.com to read

scientifically documented QRA
research and over 50 articles on the
subject. You may also read some
personal testimonies of our patients’
own experiences in the testimony
section.
The purpose of this publication
is to give hope and encouragement
to many people who may not have
thought about this tremendous
God-made healing resource. We
claim no credit or power to heal,
but give the complete glory to
Him as The Physician.
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treatment

Some Conditions that
Dr. Heise Treats
• Addison’s Disease

• Diarrhea

• Low Back Pains

• ADHD

• Eczema/Dermatitis/

• Lupus

• Allergies

Itching

• Memory Problems

• Anxiety/Panic Attacks

• Fatigue

• Neuritis

• Arthritis

• Fibromyalgia

• Osteoporosis

• Asthma

• Forgetfulness

• Paget’s Disease

• Autism

• Gallstones

• Paralysis

• Auto-Immune Disease

• Gastrointestinal

• Parkinson’s Disease

• Auto Accident Injuries

Disease

• Restless Leg Syndrome

• Back Pains                                                      

• Headaches

• Rheumatoid Arthritis

• Bipolar/Manic

• Heart Problems

• Seizures

• High Blood Pressure

• Shoulder/Arm/Leg

Depression
• Candida

• Hormonal Imbalance

• Chronic Fatigue

• Hoshimoto’s Disease

• Sinusitis

• Hyperthyroid

• Strokes

• Chronic Infections

• Hypoglycemia

• Thyroid Disease

• Constipation

• Insomnia

• Tremors

• Colitis

• Irregular HeartBeats

• Ulcers

• Crohn’s Disease

• Irritable Bowel

• Weakness

Syndrome

• Depression
• Diabetes

Pain

Syndrome
• Learning Problems

HEISE HEALTH CLINIC is located just west of Lake
Howell Road, on Howell Branch Road. If you are arriving at
Orlando International Airport, take the North exit which enters
SR 436 (Semoran Blvd) and go about 12 miles. Turn left (west)
onto Howell Branch Road. The office is less than a mile on the left.
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